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This constitutes a status report on the research 
being perFormed by Purdue University's School of 
A~ronautic5 and Astronautics ~or NASA AmQs/Dryd~n under 
grant number NAG4-1. The topics of research in this 
progra~ include pilot/vehicle analysis techniques, 
identiFication of pilot dynamics, and control synthesis 
tcchnique~ for optimiring aircraft handling qualities. 
ThiS report presents project activity in the are~.oF 
pilot/vehicle analysi~ techniques for the period ~anuary 
1. 1985 to August 31, 1985. 
CURRENT TECHNICAL ACTIVITY 
During the current project period, an an~l~sis haa 
be~n underw~y o~ the ~light-t~~~ r~ults obt3ined recQntly 
(1984) by the CALSPAN Corpordtion on "Pitch-Rate ~light 
Control Systems in the Flared Landing Task", <ReF. 1>1 
uith tht! Tol.:ll In-Flight Simulntor (TIFG)' Th~ enillY!1i5 
approach considorQd here is based on the Optimal 
Control/Frequenc~ Damnin (OC/FD) tuchniqueu dQvclop~d 
under this grant at Purdue. Thcs~ techniques origi~~lly 
stem frOM ~n optimal-control ~pproach to PQrform ~ Ncal-
Smith-like ~nalysi~ on aircr~Ft ~ttitud~ dyn~mic~ <ReF. 
2), but have recently been ~~tended and used ~ucco~59ully 
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2 
an~lysis m~thod was reported at the 1985 AIAA Guidance and 
Control Conference (Ref. 3) and is further documented in 
R~P. 4. (A copy oP R~P. 3 is attached as an Appendix.) 
A recent ntatus report (Rer. 5) documented 50me earlv 
work perFormed on the TIFS conFigurations. Further 
analy~i5 of the data base is documented in this present 
status report. Comparisons ar~ 
Ref. 3 and some modifications to 
are suggest~d and discussed. 
mad~ to the results in 




clnaly~is of the efFect of the Dxperimental variables Ci. e. 
pre~ilte~1 ~ , ... ) is conducted to gain some Turther 
sp 
insight into the flared landing task for this class of 
vehicle dynamics. 
'. 
REVLEW OF OC/Ell. TECHHIQUES FOR THE FLARED LAtmItlG I.t12!$. 
.The OC/FD analysis uses an optimal-control approach 
to c~t~m~te the pilot describing functions. Model-based 
metrics obtained Trom th~ co~responding frequency-dom3in 
clnal~5is are then used to elplain experimental pilot 
ratings. The analysis technique in ReP. 3 Tor the rlared 
landing task includes the assumption that critical to the 
landing task is the pilot's dbility to precisely cont" 01 
. 
'light-path, Qxpres~cd as tho multi-loop control t~5k 
pictuTed in Figure 1. (Thi~ aS5umes a conventional 
"'rontsido" landing tDchniqu~ where th~ pilot Uges pitch 
~ttitud~ to contro~ fli9ht-p~lh-angI0.> 
The anullJsis ilppro.:lch flir5t con~id('i's. how~v!lr; un 
evalu~tion of just tho attitude dynamic5, u~ing a 
variation of the Neul-Smlth-likt' procoduT'o of RoP 2. Thi~ 
iG dono to oxpo~e und~~irabIQ innor-Ioop attitudo dynumics 
uhich would be d~trimcntal to any longitudinal ta5~. 
Attontion th~n turns towards an invo~ti9at!on of tho 
r-.. -------............... ~>-~' --...,.......~7-:" . ..-, -, ~--:-r--~-:---~------.--------..--.--....--.----
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4 
f'light-p~th'- track i ng task, as modeled in Figure 1. 
A slight modification to the methods of Ref 2 was 
presented in the previou5 status report. This 
modification uses a 5en5itivit~ parameter (SP) deFined as 
SP = ( Droop, dB ) x 9 6(0- ) max / 6 DC Gain, dB 
c 
as a measure of loop quality. This parameter has the same 
intrrprctation as the original "Resonan~e Pea~~ of Neal 
and Smith in t:erlns of' oscillatory tendency. However, it 
also refJ~ct~ .the sen5itivit~ of the closed-loop d~n~mics 
to slight variatlons in pilot aggressiveness, expressed ~n 
terms of forward path gain. As before, this sensitivity 
parameter is plotted versus the pilot's phase 
compensation. The results ~nown in Figures 2 and 3, for 
examplej include the Ne~l-Smith data and the LAHOS data 
respectivel~ Both data sets group nicely in terms of 
Level 1, 2, and 3 pilot opinion ratings. 
Note from the figures that it appears that the pilot 
8ccept~ generating a l~rger amount of' phase lead in the 
landing task CLAImS) as opposed to up-and-away fli-ght 
(Neal-Smith). That is, conFigurations rated Levell in 
the landing task would havQ received n LQvaI 2 r~ting in 
th~ preci~ion ~ttitudQ-control ta~k evalunted by Neal and 
Smith. Th~rcrore, it would ~ppcilr that the NaaI-StTli til 
criteriD canno~ be u::;c·d to directly predict handl{ng 
qu~lities in th~ Flared landing ta9k 
PerForming thi~ ilttitud~ Dnaly~is on the TIFS 
configuration~ lQads to the rcsult~ in Figurn 4 ~nd Table 
1. It is c lear that theso conPigul'.<}t; ion~ do !l.2!. group 
,;- , .. 
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Atti tude Analysis 
Conr. I Pllot I Closed-Loop SP Pilot Phase I I I I 
I Ratings I Bandwidth Compensoltion I 
I I (rad/sec) at Ilf,l (deg) I I I I 
1-1 I 7,,5 I 2.66 1.32 0.4 I I I I 
1-2 f 8,7,5.5 I 2.66 1. 32 0.3 , 
1-3 I 5,4,7 
, 
2.66 1.31 0.2 I I I I 
, t 
1 
4-1 , 2.5,5 r 2.t37 2. 55 -19.7 I 
4-2 I 2,,3 I 2.79 1.93 -15.0 I I I I 
4-3 : 
'. 
7 f 2.71 2. 59 -6. 1 I 
4-3-1 I 4 ~ 2.73 2.10 -9.7 I I I I 
7-1 J 2.5,3 I 2.79 2.29 -16.8 I 
I I I 
2-1 I 6,7 I 2.51 1. 12 31. 0 I 
2-2 I 4,~,3 t 2.51 1.12 31.1 I l I· I 
5-1 4.5,4.5 I 2.67 2.00 9.3 I 
5-2 2,3 I 2.62 1.55 16.3 I I I 
6-1 3,:5,6 I 2.57 1.45 27.1 I I I 
6-2 5,4,2 I 2.85 2.50 O. 1 I 
6-1-1 4 I 2.60 2.03 23.5 I I , 
6-2-1 3 I 2.88 2.89 -3.5'. I 
I t-
[I-I 5.5,6 2.62 1. 60 21. 4 I 
8-1-1 2 ~.66 2.10 17.2 
, 
I 
8-2 9,8,7 2.52 1. 40 29.8 
8-2-1 '7 2.43 1.72 37.9 
.. I 
I 
8-3 8,7 2.35 1. 36 40.5 I 
8-3-1 3 2.38 2.14 36.1 I I 
8-4- 1 2.6.1'1- 1. :37 18.6 I 
8-5 7 2.33 2.S7 28.7 I I 
0-5-1 4 2.37 3.21 24.S I 
I 
, :,' "'-:'·:~._.:~:':2~-~:~~-~~C:-~.-."- ~1::':::'-:~,·,::'~~.~,.~::,;.;...:~ ~·k;~~"~~.: :~.r~~~=~··J :_:,~~:3'· ':-:-~~,'f' ~ ',;*/';. ,t 
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together as nicely as the LAHOS conFigurations in Figure 
3. Some TIFS configurations (e.g. 5-2) were rated Level 
1~ yet require relatively high pilot phase compensation 
ror precision attitude control. 
Flight-Path Analysis 
For the ~li9ht-path-tracking task, identiFying the 
pilot's phase compensation is not easily a~complished with 
the multi-loop block diagram arrangement in Figur~ 1. 
However. once the individual blocks in Figure 1 have been 
obtained via the optimal-control modeling, - the block 
diagram can be manipUlated to give an e~uivalent, single-
loop representation of the Plight-path-tracking task. 
This e~uivalent form is shown in rigure 5. As reported in 
References 4 and 5, eqUivalent pilot phase compensation, 
as obtained From the pilot block <P ) of the equlvalentl 
eq . 
single-loop ~epre~entation, 
r<1tings. Th is parameter 
addition, the deviation From 
chClractoristic of the 
correlated strongly with pIlot 
is deflned in 
the desired 
Figuro 6. In 
-20 dB/decade 
pilot/vehIcle open-loop Bode 
magnitude, expresscod in tcorms of a "High-Frequency Open-
Loop Peak" (see Figure 7), was used as an indicator of 
loop robustness. These two closed-loop parameters were 
usad to evaluate the LAHOS conflgurations. 
ure shown in Figure 8. 
Those results 
An additional measure of loop ~uality is presented in 
Ref'. 'J. This meaSU1'e is rc-l'lted to the- pilot ... s objectiv~. 
o~ praclsQly controlling flight-path error. N~glecting 
noise sources, the steady-state, mean-squared fllght-path 
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the- power .spectral donsi t'J of 
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-.:! (J(.) ,2 
'tS
e 
Sv (Q) is large. 
c 
to be- largo at low 
"II 
frequenc\es since '"IIC <JQ) ,2: 1 for a tracking system. 
For this rea$on. the maximum magnitude of the 
pilot/vehicle open-loop Bode (loop gain) at low 
frequencies l:.Iill provide <In indication Or the- tracking 
performanco. Th's is labeled the "Low-Frequency Opcn-
Loop Peak" in F i g'Jre '7. The- re'su It i n9 V.:lI ues of t his 
parameter. obtained from thH OC/FD analysis, havQ been 
plotted versus tho equivnlent pilot phase:.> compen~ation 
(workload metric) in Figura 9. Onco Dg.3in, the 
conligurations group very well in terms of pilot opinion 
ratings. 
In the LAHOS experimentl the cockpit I ~ircraft c.g., 
ilnd CI2r,ter oil rotation (c. r.) loc.:ltions were very close on 
the:.> longitudinal axis. tn t.h", TIFS cxperimc..nt. thls .is 
not true. The question therefore arises as to What are 
the appropriate vehicle responses to be evaluated. The 
responses at the vehicle c.r. were chosen initiallu for a 
::;c-Iection eliminates 
kinematic eP~Qct of th~ rot~tional motion and focuGes 
~ttention on thQ "point-moss" porPormonce of' the Plight 
vehicle. It i!l notad that. in this cafH~. the! opcn- .:1nd 
closed-loop Prequa-ney rosponses were- simi lar to those f'<"r 
th~ LAHOS data set. ~hown in the resulting 
pilot/vehicle op~n-loop BodD plotz in Figure- 10. This 
data is very similar to th~t shown in Figure 7, obtain~d 
in the? ,:m<':ll""si::> or the LAHOS conPigurid .. ions. 
PerForming thu abovo flight-path analysi~ on tho TIFS 
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in Figures 11 and 12. Quite clearlYI the configurations 
do not group nic~ly in terms of pilot ratings. In fact, 
Configuration 8-3-1, rated Lovel 1, lios in tho Level 3 
region of Figure B. Likewise. Con¥i~uration~ 8-1-1 and 
8-3-1, ~s shown in Figura 12, lie in the Level 3 rogion OT 
Figure 9. Obviously some additional analysis is required. 
CLOSER ,"NALYS I S 
Care is r~quired in ~pplyin9 the analy~i~ technique 
used for the LAHOS data to the TIFS configurations. There 
are several dirrerences botw~en thQ two experiments that 
may b~ signiyicant. The differences and/or key i5~ues 
1. Cockpit location 
2. Variable Ta 
2 
3. Ta - T prerilter 
2 q 
4. t.Jashout filter 
In the LAHOS experiment. the cockpit, aircraft c. g., 
and center Or rotation (c.r.) locatlons were very clo~e 
on the longitudinal cuis. Thc aircraft had conventional 
aircraft dynamics, plus leads and lags. TO was constant, 
2 
and there was essentially no additional time delay. 
Finally. the tlUO l"cal (airPl"ame) znr05 (onc ::>0 and one <0) 
1n the n_ / F' transrer f'unction~ Ulerc large in magnitudf? 
.. 5 
(10-20 Tad/DOL). In the TIFS Pitch-Rate experiment, none 
Or th~ above 19 true. 
Tabl~ 2 presents the ~orm of tha o / F 
5 
',:md 
nz / F s tran5rer f'unet ion5 <:lnd indicates hO'lI they ..... ~ry c .l~. 
with the addition of tho prefilter and tho wa~hout ~iltcr. 
Tha prefilter c5sentiall~ cnncel~ thQ dyn~mics introduced 
by the pitch-r<:lte feedback control 5 lJstom. The washout 
. 
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21 
~ilter was added in some cases to provide monotonic 
(conventional) pitch stick forces in the landing f IClrc. 
This was done by washing out the rate- com/nand 
characteristics at f'reque-ncies lower than Q=0.2 rad/sec 
thus making e / Fg morC' like K at low f'requencies. 
At this point. Cl short discussion of some parameters 
used in this analysis will be undertaken to ~xplain the 
importance of these variables. and hence why they were 
chosen. Those parameters that ex~ibit strong correlations 
with the experimental variables and pilot rCltings will 
then be examined. 
Flight-Pnth Bano1uidth (rad/sec)- frequency at which the 
closed-loop. pilot/vehicle phase '01' the fli9ht-pat~­
tracking task (see Figure 1) equals -90 degree3. 
This is Cln ~ndicator of the combined pilot/ve~icle 
system's ability to track over the commanded f'requency 
band. 
Inner-Loop Dandwidth (rad/sec)- the flight-path-tracking 
task hns been deFined as the multl-loop task pictured 
in Figure 1. The Inner-Loop Bandwidth is defined uS 
the f'requency at which the phase of the closed-loop 
pitch-attitude inner-loop (see Flgurc 1) e~uals -~80 
degrees. This parumeter will help provide somo insight 
into tha variations of this inner-loop with varlations 
in the experimentnl variables. 
Neal-Smith Inner-Loop Bandwidth (~ad/sQc)- Whon one choo~es 
to a~,roach the multi-loop. {-lared landing tu5k analY515 
problem ~rom a "conventional" point oP vicw~ a block 
dianr~m of the .orm shown in Flgure 13 i5 ucu~ll~ 
a~sum~d. Thi~ block diagram arrangement is diPFer~n~ 
from that utilized in this study (5C~ Figure I), 
- ---_.-
---_. ---_. ,/,--- ~--
, /", , 
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; 23 _ 
A~pendix A outlines the manipulations needed to trans-
form the block diagram shown in Figure 1 to ~ield d 
result similar to Figure 13. This new block diagram 
arrangement can now be used to estimate the parameters 
used in the Neal-Smith approach. For example, 
the inner-loop bandwidth (closed-loop phase = -90 
degrees) is important. The OC/FD analysis yields 
an estimate for the appropriate bandwidth. This 
bandwidth has been tabulate~ to provide insight 
into the appropriate ch~'-e of the inner-loop 
bandwidth. 
Equivalent Pllot Phase Compensation (deg)- the maximum 
equivalent pilot phase equallzation in the region of 
phase crossover. This is the same measure or pilot .. 
workload as u~ed in Rpferences 3 and 4. 
Low-Frequency Pilot Phase Cdeg)- the equivalent. single-
loop pilot phase compensation at ~~O.l rad/sec. 
Pitch-rate command s~stem5 result in considerably 
diFFerent low rrequency vehicle characteristlcs than 
conventional aircraft. This parameter is an indicator 
Or hOllJ tho pilot must react to these dlf'f'erences. 
RMS Tracklng Error- th~ root-mean-square tracking error. 
An indicator of tracking performance. 
Low-Frequenc~. Open-Loop p~~~ CdD)- As defined callier (see 
Figure 7>. Another indic~tor Or tracking perlormance. 
Resonance Peak (dD)- Def'ined a!. shown 1n Figure 14. An 
indicator of tracking pcr~ormancc und pilot/vch\clc 
oscillatory tend-::mcios. Thi:::; was used in the origin,",l 
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2S 
Droop (dB)- D~rin~d as ~hown in Figur~ 14. An indic~tor or 
low-fr~quQncy pilot/vehiclu tracking p~rformunce. 
M~gnituda Cro~sover Cr~d/~ec)- the fraquenc~ at which the 
open-loop pilot/vehicle gain equals 0 dB. This has 
similar implications to other bandwidth mca~urQs. 
Pha~e Crossover (rad/sec)- the frequenc~ at which the open-
loop pilot/vehicl~ phase equals -180 degrees. Another 
bandwidth measure. 
We ~ill now examine the effect of oach of the 
experimental variables on the nystem (pilot/vehicle) 
dyna':lic5. 
COC'!(Ell LOCATION RELATIVE: TO CENTER OF ROTATION 
One ~actor to con~~~er 1~ the pilot loc~tion rplative 
to the center of rotation (c.r.) or to tho c.g. The above 
analy~i~ was not sen~itive to this experimental variable. 
It call be ea:::i ly argut:.'d that th~ pi lot's "measurements" of" 
the flight variahles are obtained at t~e cockpit. where he 
is seated. 19 the pilot i~ ~ar remov~d from the c.g. (or 
the c.r.)# hi~ acceleration 





ReF. 6 pr~sent some 
fliQht te.t data that supports tho i~port~nce of 
con~idering the cockpit location. They note ~ large 
variutian in pilot rutings for conPi9ur~tion~ th~t were 
eZ~Qnt'.:llly tht] Z.:lI1)Q oxcept t'or pilot: position re-l<'ltivo to 
tho c. r. A consi!>trmt improvement in pilot ratings was 
ob~~erved <lS the cockpit Uta!:: moved f'orUlnrd. The? hlJPothesis 
i~ th."lt 4)'> tho cockpit is move!d forWilrd, thQ pilat i5 
providQd with ~ moro e«sily perceived pitch nccoleration 
cue th~t nupplios un early conFirmation that thg vehicle 






Consider th~re~ore, an ~nalysis based on the 
aS5um~tion th~t the pilot operates on the flight-path. and 
perhaps more importantly the Tlight-path rat~ 
(proport iona1 to n
z 
), that h(.· senses at the cockpit. 
important re~ponses can thereFore bo obtained Froffi 
approximation 
If 












and Ip i~ deFined D~ the distance Trom the e.g. 
c;:ockpit. 
to tho 
At this point. attention should b~ turned toward~ t~e 
pilot's control obj~ctive. With the pilot remote Trom the 
c. g. and the c. r.. the appropricJte c('ntrol ob Joe tive is 
not !nmedjat~ly clear, . The pilot could be trying to 
control ei I;her tha rlight-path o~ the c. g. or the c. r .. 
Whatever th~ appropriate control objective i~, it should 
be clear that the pilot's ability to control the flight-
path at the cockpit i~ a neccs~nry cond1tion. IV the 
pilot is not able to control this preci~cly. ac~uratc 
Tli9ht-p~th control of any other point on the ~ircraft is 
not pos$lblo. Thi~ is illustratod ni~el~ by the block 
diagram :;hown in Figure 15. This represcontntion of' th(? 
closed-loop dynnmics ~hOW5 control of thQ fli9ht-p~th ~t 
the co~kpit as an innor-Ioop. no mattor what tho ultimata· 
control obJoctivQ i~. 
With tho use of Equations ~ and 3, tho relevant. 
responses are now those dcftn~d ~t the coc~pit 












x - denotca ulticota control objective (c.g •• c.r ••••• ) 
haVJ-e l S-
U/flYf)qfe Ccry/a;J OhJ ecft~ gloe/:. [)'~rc;lt'1 






the zeros 0; the n / F -trnns;~r Function. This is 
z s 
illustrated in Figure 16. Figure 16Ca) shows the zeros of 
the nz / Fg trans;er function. This constellation 0; 
c.g. 
zeros is typical 0; all tho TIFS con;igurations. Figure 
16Cb) illustrates the re~ultG of transferring the dynamics 
to the cockpit Tor the non-shuttle.> conf'igur<ltions (cockpit 
14 feet forward or c.r.). Two of tho zeros remain 
npproximat~ly in the sama location l but the other two 
moved to form a pair of minimum p~ase, but lightly damped 




/ F transfer function can bG seen From the 
s 
corresponding Dade plots (Figura 17) ror Conf. 1-1, for 
example-. Theso zeros produce the "notch" seen in the 
magnitudo plot near 2.6 rad/sec. The ~ffect of thC5e 
zeros is also scon in thc resulting open-loop and closed-
loop (~ / ~ > pilot/vehicle Dode plots l as illustrated in' c 
Figure 18. Notches in the magn~tudes nro evident in both 
the open and closed-loop responses. One notes that the 
open-loop magnitude e~hibits a slope near crossover clos~ 
to the -20dB/dccadc ~lopu required for good stabilit~ 
margins. 
For tho shuttle configurations (cockpit 1~ feet 
behind c.r'>1 the- dynamics .-:it thO' cockpit are completely 
di~fcrcnt. For thcGe conPi9uration~ the pilot's pitch 
~ccolO'r~tion CU~5 nr~ degraded with tho ~pparent result of 
degT'ad~d pilot l'ulings. Thin trend wan also noted in the 
f'light test::; of- I-!QiTlgnrtcon ~nd Ch~lk. For these 
configuT'ation~, con!lid~~ing the cockpit location instead 
of the c.g. has a lessor efFect on the n / F numor~to~ % s . 
teros. Compare Figure 19 with Figur~ 16. flor example. 
TobIe 3 pr€.>!:>ont;::;; the- i'orrfl of tho Tl / F transf"er 
z s c.p. 
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CONFIGURRTION 4-2CP GRMMR TRRCKING 
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TIFS Transfer Functiolls (responses at c.p.) 
BASL CO.'FIGURATION 
J??: = }c([ [E VI4\) (5 f coS) (S - ~~} 
r; [rj CV]Sp [5 t '\J) (.s f-'>.v) 
BASE + P,tEFILTER 
.!h:: k.~ fr; 4J]c.p (S-~) 
F; [r; 4.JJSp . Cs r><,} 
BASE + PREFILTER + tl.O. 
& = ~a' S [G0]~ (,$- 2.-,-2 





















Function. As mentioned earlier, only the location of two 
of tha zeros change by evaluating the responses at the 
cockpit instead of the center oT rotation. The new 
location of these zeros is dependent on the response at 
the e.g., the relative C.r. location, and the relative 
cockpit location. As a result or evaluating n and ~ at 
z 
the cockpit, the analysis reFlects, or is sensitive to, 
the location or the center 09 rotation. This is clearly 
seen by comparing tho open-loop pilot/vehicle Bode 
magnitude plots (n
z 
and 'U' at the cockpit) of the shuttle 
con~igurations (excluding 8-4) and the non-shuttle 
configurations (see Figure 20>' The center of rotation 
Tor the shuttle conFigurations is 10 Feet in Tront Or the 
coc~pit uhiln fer the non-shuttlc conf-igurations it is 14 
Teet behind the cockpit. The Bode magnitude plot~ cle~rly 
show th~t significantly diff~rent d~namics rcsult. 
The diFFerences in the cockpit location relativo to 
the c.r .• in al~o evident in the ntep responses o~ the 
vertical ac~eler~t10n at the cockpit (n
z
)' For the 
cp 
conFigurations with the aft c.r., the responses at tho 
cockpit include enhanced vertical accelprution cues. ThiG 
is clearly shown in Figure 21. At the e.g., the initial 
response is in the oppoBite s~nge to that commanded. At 
the cockpit ho~ever, the inititil transient response is in 
tho direction of the commanded input. For the shuttle 
conFigurations, how~vor, 
tho cockpit are only 
the pitch acceleration cues ~t 
marginally botter than th~ 
Deceleration cue~ at the center of gravity, ~s shown in 
Figure 22. Thus thQs~ configurations h~ve les~ desirablu 
responses at the cockpit. 
Th~ l~ck of qualitu pitch accelnratlon cue~ 'or the 
~huttlr c~nFlgurations DIGO results in reduced Flight-
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difFiculties introduced in these configurations can be 
overcome through other design considerutio"~ ~ince some of 
the shuttle configurations did receive Level 1 pilot 
ratings. That is not to say that the tracking ability can 
be significantly increased. just that other factors such 
as pilot workload and acceptable low frequency 
characteristics can compensate for thIs problem. 
Tables 4-7 list some important variables obtained 
from the analysis of the respons~ at the cockpit. (For 
completeness. Appendix 8 contaln~ a complete listing of 
these variables for the analysis of' flight-path response 
at the c. r. ) These tables include results for two values 
of ~ , the pilot's neuromuscular time constant. The value 
n " 
of U. 1 sec. was used in References 3 and 4. and was 
initlally chosen f'or this study. This ~hoice, however, 
resulted in extremelq ldrge distortions of the open-loop 
peak in the pilot/vehicle open-loop Bode magnItude plots 
1'01' I:he shuttle conf'igllrations. A typical Dode plot is 
shown in Figure 23 Mod~ling the pilot as Sllghtly less 
aggressive, or raising ~n to 0.2 sec, eliminated the~e 
severe distortions of' the op~n-Iovp Bode magnItude plots 
and did not significantly alter any of the other results 
The results dlscussed in the f'ollowin~ sectIons ar~ for 
~ = 0.2 sec. For completeness, however, results For both 
n 
values of ~ have been tabulated in Tables 4-7. 
n 
From these tables. FIgure 24 can be constructed. for 
ex-amp Ie. Th i!> 15 a plot of LOI.lJ-Freq uenc y Op';m-Loop Peak 
v~r5US Equiy~lent PIlot Phasp Compcn~~tlon. similar to .. 
Figure 9. Unf'ortunatelu, this plot 5~ill does not explain 
these pl1o~ ratings ThereFore. at thls point. further 










>; Flight-Path AnillIJ5is at c. p. : Closed-Loop Bandwidths (rad/sQc) 
Conf'. I Pilot '1'n"'0.2 1·n"'0.1 
I 
I I 
I Ratin9~ I 
I Inner- Flight- InnC'r Flight- I I I 
I Loop Path Loop Path I 
I -t-
1-1 I 7,5 4.00 1.86 3.95 2.21 
1-2 I 8,7,5.5 4.00 1.96 4.00 2.43 I 
1-3 I 5,4,7 4.00 1.96 4.10 2.49 
4-1 I 2.5,5 5.00 1.93 5.00 2.17 I 
4-2 I 2,3 4.75 2.06 4.75 2.43 
4-3 I 7 4.35 2.00 4.35 2.49 
"-
I 
4-3-1 I 4 4.50 2.04 4.50 2.50 
7-1 I 2.5,3 4.90 2.06 4.85 2.40 I 
I I I 2-1 I 6,7 2.50 I 1. 79 
, 2.60 2.;30. I 
2-2 , 4.5,3 2.60 
, 
1.82 I 2.80 2.4~ I I I 
5-1 
, 
4.5,4.5 3.35 , 1.91 I 3.25 2.22 I 1 1 , 
, 
::)-2 I 2,3 3.20 , 1.90 , 3.35 2.4t;. 1 
-t I , I 6-1 I 3,5,6 2.65 I 1.93 I 2.65 2.36 I 
6-2 I 5,4,2 3.70 I 1.96 I 3.65 2.33 I , I 
6-1-1 I 4 2.65 I 1.8a I 2.65 2 36 , I 1 
6-2-1 I 3 4.10 I 2.02 I 3.80 2.32 I I I 
I 1 I I I 0-1 5.5,6 3.25 1.35 I 3 45 I 1.48 I 
-I - I I 8-1-1 I ~ 3.50 1.35 I 3.90 , 1.47 I 
8-2 I 9,0,7 2.70 1.36 I 3.00 I 1.48 I I I 
8-2-1 I 7 2.30 1.31 
, 
2.65 I 1.45 I 
1 I I 1 8-3 I 8,7 2 15 1.27 1 2.35 I 1.40 I 
8-:)-1 I 3 2 ..... - 1.28 I ~.55 1 1.41 , .,,~ I t :. 
8-4 I 1 0.20 2.34 I 3.20 I 2 47 I I I I I 8-5 I '7 2.45 1.27 1 2.60 1 1.37 I 











Flight-Puth Anal,,!iis at c. p. : Pilot Pha~o Considerations 
(-r =0.2) 
n 
Conf'. I Pilot Max. Pi lot N~al-Smith Low Freq. I 
I Rating~ Pha!:e Camp. Inn~r-Loop Pilot Phase 
I (deg) Bandwidth (dcg) I 
1-1 I 7~5 41.5 10.0 124 I 
1-2 I 8~7~5.5 26.1 2.70 70 
1-3 I 5~4~7 20.4 2.95 88 I 
4-1 l 2.5~5 10.4 7.50 115 
4-2 I 2~3 7.6 2.85 67 I 
4-3 I 7 14.1 3.00 a8 
4-3-1 I 4 10.4 3.10 26 I 
7-1 I 2:5.3 8.5 2.80 -42 
I I I 
2-1 I 6,7 I 67.1 I 11.0 125 . 
2-2 I 4.5.3 I 53.~ I 2.35 69 I I I 
5-1 I 4.5.4.5 I 42.6 I 2.05 118 
5-2 I 2,3 I 40.4 I 2.55 67 I 1 l 
6-1 I 3,5,6 I 58.<1- I 10.0 125 I I I 
6-2 I 5,4.2 I 18.9 I 2.25 115 
6-1-1 I 4 I 51.2 I 2.15 60 I I I 
6-2-1 I 2 I 16.4 I 2.35 52 
i I I 
8-1 I 5.5,6 60.7 2.55 93 
8-1-1 I 2 55.S ~.55 53' I 
8-2 I 9~S,7 73.0 2.35 95 
8-2-1 I 7 80.0 2.30 66 I 
8-3 I 8,7 81.5 2.25 96 
8-3-1 I 3 77.6 2.40 67. I 
---
8-4 I 1 -65.0 5.25 11'7 . 
8-5 I 7 72.4 2.50 90 I 



























































2-1 6.7 1.372 18.2 
2-2 4.5,3 0.710 20.2 














































































































Table 6 (continued) 
Flight-Path Analysis at c. p. : Tl'<lcking Considel'ations 
(-r =0.1) 
n 
Conf'. Pilot RMS LoUJ Fl'eq. Resonance 
Ratings Tl'acking O.L. Peak Peak 
Error (dB) (dB) 
1-1 7,5 1.351 19.7 3.199 
1-;! 8,7,5.5 0.560 24.6 5.670 
1-3 5,4,7 0.677 24.8 5.250 
4-1 2.5.5 1.352 19.4 2.867 
4-2 2,3 0.558 25.1 5.449 
4-3 7 0.674 24.8 5.174 
4-3-1 4 0.675 24.7 5.078 
.... 
7-1 2.5,3 0.831 23.6 4.478 I 
I I I -t-
~-1 I 6,7 I 1.353 19.9 I 3.625· 
2-2 I 4.5.3 I 0.586 25.0 I 5.990 I I I 
5-~ I 4.5,4.5 I 1.347 19.7 I 3.525 
5-2 I 2,3 I 0.571 25.0 I 5.805 I . I I 
6-1 I 3.5.6 I 1.049 20.0 I 3.548 I I I 
6-2 I 5.4.2 I 1.348 19.6 I 3.054 
6-1-1 I 4 I 1.342 19.9 I 3.460 I I I 
6-2-1 I 3 I 1.346 19.5 I 2.995 
I I I I 
8-1 5.5,6 1.483 I - 13.3 5.467 
I 8-1-1 2 1.487 I 12.6 5.234· 
0-2 9,a,? 1.510 I 12.4 5.536 
8-2-1 7 1.535 I 12.5 5.491 I 
8-3 8.7 1.561 I 12 3 5.452 
8-3-1 3 1.545 I 12.1 5.426 I 
8-4 1 1.189 I 20.7 2.422 . , 
8-5 7 1.560 I 11.9 5.435 , 









Fhght-Path Analysis at c.p.: Other Considerations 
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~ Table 7 (continued) 




Conf'. PIlot Droop Magnitude Phase 
Ratings (dB) Cros<iover Crossover 
(rad/sec) (rad/sec) 
// 1-1 7,5 -1.131 1.90 5.00 / 
1-2 8,7,5.5 -0.490 2.20 4.90 
1-3 5,4,7 -0.553 2.20 4.70 
4-1 2.5,5 -1.172 1.90 5.00 
4-2 2,3 -0.497 2.20 5.00 




4-3-1 4 -0.562 2.2/~ 4.75 
, 
7-1 2.5,3 -0.673 :~.15 5.00 . 
.' I 
2-1 I 6,7 I -1.102 2 10 4.85 
2-2 I 4.5,3 I -0 503 2.25 4.75 I I / 5-1 I 4.5,4.5 I -1.137 1.95 4.95 
I I J. I 5-2 2,3 -0 503 2.25 4.75 / I I I j, I I 2.10 4.75 6-1 I 3,5,6 I -1.097 
6-2 I 5,4,2 I -1.137 2.05 4.90 
6-1-1 I 4 I -1.112 2.10 4.80 I I 
6-2-1 I 3 I -1.153 2.00 4.90 
I I 
8-1 5.5,6 I -2.036 1.30 2.60 
8-1-1 2 I -2.305 1.30 2.60 I 
8-2 9,9,7 I -:l.116 1.25 2.60 
8-2-1 7 I -2.196 1. ~\) 2.50 
I I 
8-3 8,7 I -2.214 1 20 2.40 
. 8-3-1 3 I -2.284 1.20 2.40 I I . r-
! 8-4 1 I -0.983 2 00 5.00 
! I 9-5 7 I -2.317 1 20 2.35 
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The dynamics introduced by the pitch-rate command 
system (K1 ' X'~) result in an additional lag in the pitch 
attitude dynamics. That is, K1, a zero, is larger than 
X'~, a pole, (see Table 2). The introduction Or the 
lead/lag prefilter cancels this lag and results in more 
"conventional" aircrart dynamics in the region Or 
crossover. As Figure 25 shows. this in turn results in an 
increase in pitch attitude phase in the region Or 
crossover. This should reduce the required Equivalent 
Pilot Phase Compensation (in the ~ I ~c loop) as Figure 26 
indicates. 
ThO' introduction or the prerilter also restores the 
conventional attitude dependence on 1 / TO that was lost 
2 
in the implementation Or the rate command co~trol system. 
This also rc-introduces the pitch overshoot associated 
with conventional flight vehicles (See Figure 27). At 
rirst glance, the rate command system (no prerilter) would 
appear to be preferable, exhibiting an excellent pitch-
rate response to a step input (i.e. good rise time WIth 
minimal overshoot>. In 'act, the cOI.trol system was 
de~igned with this in mind. The Important variables in 
the rlared landing task hOIl/ever Zlre rlight-path-anglc, "tJ, 
vertical accelerntion, n
z 
(proportional to 0), and 
al ti tud e, h. As Fi 9 urI? 27 ind i C.3tes, the pure rate 
command zystcm has a ~luggish re=ponse to these Plight 
v~riables. On the other hand, with the additionQl of the 
prePilter (restoring pitch over~hoot), the system displays 
a much quic~er response. This ~hould result in improved 
system perPormance whIch will manirest itselP in an 
incraased Flight-Path Bandwidth. 
this is IndQed truQ. 
Figure 28 displays that 
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Figur~ 27 al~o indic~te~ a quick~ned 9 re~ponse wit., 
the addition of th~ prefilter. This should result in an 
increase in the bandwidth o~ th~ inner pitch-attitude loop 
(sea Figure 1>. Thh is lIJhown clearllJ in Figure 29. Thill 
again indicate~ thp. advantagE!'s of maintaining the 
conventional pitch-attitude overshoot. 
Since the prefilter increase~ the system bandwldth ~~ 
well as reducing the pilot workload (pha5e lead), one 
would expect the overall pilot rating~ to improve. Figure 
30 indlcates that this in indeed true. Tho exc~ption to 
this is Configuration 4-3. It received about the same 
rating as Conf. 1-3. A simple explanation for this 
exists. In this case. the pre~ilter did not signif'icantly 
alter the vehicle dynamic~ because of the high valu~ of 
1 / TO This is clearly shown in Figure 31. 
2 
F;nally, as Figure 32 indicates, the additlon of th~ 
prefIlter ~ignificantly reduces the vehicle's PIO 
tendencies as measured on the PIO Tend~ncy Rating SCDI~. 
TIle reduced Equivalent Pilot Ph~5e Compensation in 
partially responslble ror this since pilot phase lead 
distorts the open-loop, pilot/vehicle Bode m~gnitude plot 
in the region of crossover. The less lead the pilot is 
re~uircd to introduce. the les~ distortion th~rQ in in th~ 
magnitude plot and therofore stability robustness i~ 
improved. 
"lASH OUT E.ll-..Im 
Tho WI.':5hout rll tel' was addod to provido monotonic 
pltch uticL 'orce5 in tha l~nding fl~r~ ThlS results in 
a pltch response similar to a convQntion~1 airc~art by 
changing from a pltch-rate command to ~ pitch-po5ition 
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Figure 33. At Tirst 9lanc~ the rate command pitch. 
response would appear desirable since it exhibits the 
characteristic K/s behavior which is requirad Tor good 
tracking. However, pitch-tracking is not the ultimate 
object iva in the landing task. The.import~nt variables 
are rlight-path-angle (or sink rate)~ ~~ and altitude, h. 
Thc:o K/s behavior in the 6 / F transTer runction 
2 s 
translates into I~/s behavior at low rreq,uencias in the 
h/F 
s 
transrer runction. This is known to be much harder 
to control than ~ ~/s plant (or even a pure gain) and 
results in pilots adopting a pulse control strategy. 
Pilots ~ind this obJectionable. This pulse control 
techniqua also results in a rloating tendency in the 
~ircraTt and requires the pilot to pu~h the stick 90rward 
near the ground. Pilots ramiliar with conventional 
aircraft dynamics' find' thIS very obJectionable. 
On the other hand, with the washout rilter (pseudo-
conventional dynamics), the h/Fs transTer runction 
exhibIts K/s beh~vior at low rrequencies (much easier to 
contrbU. With this tlJpe Or plant. the pilots arl:! able to 
use continuous control inputs instead Or a pulse control 
strategy. Also. since at low frequencies the pitch 
dynamics are position command, the pIlot is not Torced to 
push the stick near the runway. 
Figure 34 shows the signiVicant diTTerences in the. 
low frequency flight-path phase between the pitch-rate 
conFigurations and a conventional aircraFt (7-1). The 
absence o. the conventional phugoid mode in the pitch-rate 
com~and conrlgurations results in significantly diTf~rent 
pha~e charactoristics Llt low rre'lucncics. Th!!; accounts.'. 
ror the ract that Conf. 7-1 h~g a Low Frequency Pllot 
Phase 0' -45 degrees where~$ the TIFS con'lguratlons have 
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washout ~i!tor ~i9niPicantly reduces this diPPerence~ as 
Figur~ 34 !Oholils. 
The washout ~ilter also reduces the pilot/vehicle PIO 
tendencies in the cases whero thin is a problem as shown 
in Figure 35. This can be attributed to many 1-actors. 
First. as mentioned earlier. the addition of the washout 
Tilter results in low frequency dynamics which are easier 
to control. These "easier" ~ynamics re~uirr less pilot 
worl: (phaso), thus the pi lot is less I ikely to 
inadvertently initi~te an unde~ired oscillation. 
Secondly~ th~ continuous control inputs resulting Trom the 
addition Or the washout filtor Dre less likely to initiate 
a PIO than the abrupt stick Forces associated with a pulse 
control stl"'<ltcgy: Finu! ly. the washout filter restor'es 
the conventional~ low-fr~quency aircraft dynamics that 
pilots ar~ rumiliar with. The marc Tumiliar u pilot is 
~ith an aircrafC~ the less li~ely it is that he will 
inadvertently initiate a PIO. Admittedly. with training 
and experience, this last Factor can be eliminated~ but~ 
'or these flight tests. this possibilitu cannot be 
eliminated. 
From the above arguments. it is cleur that low 
, 
Trequency vehiclo characteristics are nn important 
considcrdtion in determining flying ~ualities in .the 
landing task. Our analysis thQrePoro should be sensitive 
to the~c factors. Another look at Figuro 33 indic~tps 
that the low Pr~quency pitch ~ttitude phase is incroused 
by 90 dagr~es nt low frc~uQncics with the addition 0' the 
~ashout filte~. In ~ddition, thi$ f19ure indicates'tnat 
tho same is true oP th~ ~ / F tr~n$Per function. This 
5 
increase in vehicle phase at low Frequencies should result 
in D corrQspondin9 d~crca~o in tho phasQ the pilot must 
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this is indeed the case. This ~igure indicates the e~~ect 
that adding the washout filter has on the oquivalent, 
single-loop pilot phase compensation as measured at ~=O.l 
rad/sec. In all cases it decreased considerably. 
When the plant exhibits a K/s pitch attitude 
behavior at low frequencies, it was shown above that the 
pilot introduces more lead at these ~requencies to 
compensate. This means that the pilot is behaving like a 
diFFerentiator at these Frequencies. Figure 37 shows this 
is the case for Conf (4-3), while the addition of the 
wa~rout ~ilter results in pilot dynamics exhibiting less 
lead at these low rrequl"ncies (CClnr 4-3-1). This is also 
shown nicely in FIgure 37. 
If all of the above arguments have been correct, the 
additIon 01- the washout FIlter to the TIFS pitch rate 
configurations should result in improved pilot ratings. 
This is indeed the case as Figure 38 clearly shows. 
VARIATlnN OF 1 / To ; Without PrePilter 
2 
A characteristic oP high gain pItch-rate command 
sqstems is that the attitude dynamics are independent of 
1 / TO. The pole introduced by tho control system, ~'2' 
2 
cancels 1 / TO 
2 
in the e / F transfer function and leaves· 
s 
the transFer Punction shown in Table 2. As Figuro:? 39 
ind icntcs, the pitch attitude inner-loop bandwidth is 
invariant with changes in 1 / TO in those cases. 
2 
The Plight-path dYTlamics, however, are 




the denomin.3tor of' the "(f / F transfer function 
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Flight-path response bandwidth increases (see Figur~ 40). 
Our flight-path analysin showed the ~ame trends (Figure 
41). As 1 / TO was increased# the Flight-Path Dandwidth 
2 
increases as predicted. In addition# as 1 / TO is 
2 
increased, the Equivalent Pilot Phase Comp~nsation 
decreases (Figure 42), Th is i ~ a rcsul t of the incraDsed 
vehicle phase in the region o~ ~rossover as I / TO is 
2 
increased as seen in Figure 40. 
In the discussion of tho wCl5hout filter. it was noted 
that the Low Frequency Pilot Phase appears to be re~lected 
in the pilot ratings. 1 / TO also appe~r~ to have an 
2 
effect on this paramatar. .'1S shown in Figure 43. The 
re,ason f'or th;s ,i!:! ,indicatl?d in Figure 40. The pilot 
introduces lead (or l~g) to bring the closed-loop system 
<pilot/vehicle) phase to zero degrees at low Frequencies. 
(Q : 0.1 r~d/sec.), a characteristic o~ a good closed-loop 
tracking system, As 1 / To increases, the vehicle phase 
2 
decreases resulting in more required pilot lead. 
required in attrlbuting this eFFect directly to 
Care- is 
though. The phase o~ the .flight-path dynamics at Q c O.l 
rad/sec. is more an eFFect of the low ~requency vehicle 
dynamics (z2 and Xli see Tablt.> 3) th.:ln it is of 1 / TO . 
2 
For the TIFS coniliguriltion~f the5t' dynamics chan!)o with 
1 / TO . 
2 
The ~mount of pha~e It.>od required at th~5e low 
~rc~ucncio~ is alCoo n function of the rQlatlonship bntween 
'fJ <'lnd o. ThlS rclntionshlp is approximnted by 
1 I TO 
::![ ~ 2 
0 ... 5 + 1 / Te 
2 
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Thererore, ror low values or 
is a signiricant lag between 
f!light-path responso. Since 
I " I , / ~ " / I I -, I 
1 /'T (such as 0.38), there 
°2 
the pitch response and the 
the pilot 
to control the 
becomes. the 
rlight-path-angle, the 
more difficult control 
u~o~ pitch attitude 
larger this lag 
of the flight-path 
becomes. As this l~g increases, the pilot must increase 
his phase equalization (i.e. introduce additional lead 
into the system) to compen~ate. This should be rerlected 
in the Low Frequency Pilot Phase. As 1 / TO increases, 
2 
the Low FroquenctJ Pilot Phase should decreilse 
corresponding to the decreasing lag between ~ and O. This 
is opposite to the before-mentioned eFfect of 1 / To . 
2 
Tho ov~~~ll e?foct is that tho Low Frequency Pilot Phase 
is lowest for intermediate values Or 1 / To ' a compromise 
2 
between the two effects. This is seen in Figure 43. 
1 / TO also effects the amount of phase lead the 
2 
pilot must introduce ~or the inner. pitch-attitude loop 
CPO in Figure 1): This is clearly shown in Figure 44. 
For 1 / TO =0.38, the pilot must introduce a large amount 
2 
of pitch phasQ Ieild to precisoly control the flight-path 
This phase lead is significantly reduced for 1 / To 
2 
=0.72 ThIS corresponds to tho decroased lag between the 
pitch and flight-path responses. This variatIon in Po in 
turn errects the- Neal-Smith Inner-Loop Bandwidth. The 
large pilot lead introduced for low values of 1 / To 
2 
significantly increasQs thig b~ndwidth parameter (see 
Table 5). 
Finally, the effect Or 1 / To on pilot/vehlClQ 
2 
tr~c~lng performance should be noted As Figur~s 45 and 
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77 
error and the Low-Frequency Open-Loop Peak respectivelYI 
changes considerabl~ with variations in 1 / Te. For 
2 
examp la, the RMS error is significarrtly larger for low 
values OT 1 / Te than Tor higher values. 
2 
It is 
hypothesized that this results Trom the large lag betlJleen 
the flight-path and pitch responses that exists for low 
values of 1 / Te. This large lag creates difficulty in 
2 
controlling the Tlight-path through variations in pitch-
attitude. It is interesting to note that for everyone of 
these low 1 / T e config'Jrat ions, which are predicted to 
2 
h~ve degraded ~light-path trac~ing ability. the pilots 
noted a lack of h or flight-path control. 
VARIATIOn OF 1 / T a ; l::!.!.th Prefi 1 tel' 
2 
The prefIlter restores the attitude dependence on 
1 / Ta associated with conventional aircraft dynamics 
2 
(se0 Table 2).' The inner-loop attItude dynamics should. 
therefore be sensitive to varIatIons of this variable. As 
Figure 47 indicates. the Inner-Loop BandWIdth decreases 
with ;ncreaslng 1 / Te As shown in Table 3. the only 
2 
influenc~ of 1 / TO on the Plight-path dynamics 1~ on the 
2 
transfer Tunction gain. HIgher values of 1 / Ta 
2 
re~ult in nIgher DC gains which result in 
path response bandwidths (see Figure-
higher fl1ght-
48) . Figure- 49 
indicates that this is also the case for Flight-Path 
BandUlidth. Since 
phase <at least 








only InFluences the gaIns, the 
frequencies) is relatIvely 
Thus the EqUIvalent PIlot Phase 
Compensation should change very little with varlation~ in 
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81 
indir~ct InFluence on t~is. Figure 50 indic~tes that this 
in true. 
The eFfect of I / Te on the Low Fr~quency Pilot 
2 
Phase is exactly the same as For the case without the 
prefilter. Th~ low frequ~ncy dynamics (%2 and xl) and the 
~/o relationship are unaffected by the addition of the 
prefil ter. Comparison of! Figures 51 and 42 show that the 
trends are exactly the 
addition, the efF?ct of 
same as discuzs~d earlier. In 
on the tracking 
performance is identical to the no profilter case as ~~en 
in Figures 52 and 53. 
Finally, the effect that 1 / TO has on pilot opinion 
2 
rating~ should be noted. Bot~ the Low Fr~~uency Pilot 
Phase and the mea~ures of tracking performance indicate 
that the best pilot rat1ngs shout~ b~ obtuincd for the 
intermediate values of 1 / TO' These par~meters also 
2 
indicate that the worst pilot ratings s~ould correspond to 
the 10'1.1 values of 1 / TO .. F-lgure. 54 indicates that the 
2 
pilot rat1ngs~ in general, follow these same trend~. 
Therefore, Low Frequency Pi lot Phase .:md the mea::;ur~s of 
tracking perFormance seem to correlate well with pilot 
ratings. 
~HORT PERIOD FREQUENCY 
The efFect of the shorb porlod Fr.quency~ Q , on the 
sp 
pitch attitude and Flight-path Frequ~ncy r~spons~s is 
!bhown in Figurl! ~5. ThlS rlgure cle~~lv ~how~ thut 
decreasing Q results in a decr~ase in b~ndwidth for both 
sp 
the pitch-attltude and thQ rllght-p~th rQ5pOnse~. Figure 
~6 and 57 indicate that thl~ decren~a in open-loop 
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bandwidths. In addition, due 
inner and outer loop bandwidths, 
to this decrease in both 
the pilot must introduce 
additional 
bandwidth. 
phase lead to achieve the maximum achievable 
This effoct is exhibited in Figure 58. Thero 
is not, however, a one-to-one correlation between Q and 
sp 
pilot ratings for theso configurations (see Figure 59). 
SUMMARY 
The analysis perFormed in the previous section was 
necessary becauso our previously developed analys1s t~ol5 
for the flared approdch and landlng task were not 
sur-ficient to explain the experimental pilot ratings for 
these TIFS Pitch-Rate conFigurations. This in-depth 
analysis looked ~t the effect the variation of each 
experimental ~ariable had on the pilot/vehicle closed-loop 
dynamics. This in turn was related to pilot opin1on 
rat1ngs where applicable. A brieF summary of these 
results w111 now be presented 
Many of the parameters deFined earlier were shown to 
be reflected, to some degree, in pilot ratings. 
Equivalent Pllot Phase Compensation has been advanced in 
other stud1es as an indicator of p1lot workload, and has 
been used in this study in a similar capacity Likewise, 
bandwldth has been previously advanced as a measure of 
achievable system perFormance, a key example is the 
Fligh t-Path Bandwidth. Tracking perrormance, as 
characterized by either RMS Error or the Low-Frequency, 
Open-Loop Peak (galn), has also been shown to correspond, 
1n most cases, to pilot ratings. 
The prefilter restored the overshoot associated wlth 
convefltlonal alrcraf't pltch dynamics Th1S quickens the 
flight-path and altitude responses and accentuates the 
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93 
S\lstem performance. as indicated by an increase in the 
Flight-Path Bandwidth. Pilot workload and pilot/vehlcle 
PIO tendencies were also reduced. All of these factors 
contribute to the improved pilot ratings obtained upon 
implementatlon of' the pref'ilter. 
Pitch-rate command 5~stems exhibit significantly 
different low frequency dynamics than conventlonal 
aircraft. The pilot must adopt a pulse control strategy 
instead of the conventional continuous stick movements 
associated with conventional aircruft. The result is a 
tendency to float during the landing Flare and a 
requirement to sometlmes push thQ stic~ forward near the 
ground. The washout rilter eliminates these tendencies by 
changing the pitch dynamics from rate-command to 
position-conll71~nd at loUi frequencles «,)~O.2 rad/sec), Tho? 
washout filter also reduces vehicle sensitivity to pilot 
induced oscillations, As a consequence of all of the 
above. the introduction of the washout filter improveo 
pilot ratings In add1tlon. tho? Low Frequ~ncy Pilot Phase 
was introduced as a model-based quantity sensitive to 
these low f'reql'-ncy ph-=nomeT,a. 
shown 
1 / Ta 
2 
that 
also ef1ected pilot: opinlon ratings 
f'or lew values of 1 / Ta , the large lag ;2 
between the flight-path and pitch responses sign1ficantly 
effected the pilot/vehicle tracking performance. Overall, 
the tracking performance was best for the middle values of 
1 / To' In add1tion, the Low-Frequency PIlot Phase was 
2 
highest (worst) for the low valu~s of 1 / Ta ~nd lowest 
2 
(best) For the mlddle values ot 1 / T
a
, The pllot 
2 
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94 
Finally, the changes correspvnding to variation in 
short period Trequency, Q , were discussed 
sp Increased 
Q
sp results in incr~ased 





changes, however, did not have a one-to-one correlation 
with pilot opinion ratings. It should be noted however 
that only a small amount OT data is available on this 
variable 
analysis. 
since only two values oT Q were available Tor 
sp 
Wlth more data points, it might be possible to 
correlate this parameter to pilot ratings. 
The in-depth analysis is intended to yield insight 
into the factors influencing pilot rating~. All or the 
pilot ratings,' however, cannot be ~xplained at the present 
time with a single handling qualit~ criteria Work is 
continuing along these 11nes. Part oT the problem is a 
result of the large number of variations in the 
experlmental variables ln a relatlvely rew Tlights Any 
add i t i cns to th e data base ob ta i ned wi th follow-'up tes ts 
would therefore be helpFul. 
. , , 
\ 
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flight ~ I[~ck'n~ Plock Di~Qran~ 
The pilot obs~rvations ~ I ~, and 9 in the OeM 
01'1'01' 
pilot model for the flight-pa~h-tracking ta~~ refloct a 
block di~gr~m Form shown in Figure ~.1). It is desired 
1'0 convert this into the block di~gra~ 90rm shown in Fig-
ure 0.2. This m~nipul~t\on ctn be accomplished u~in9 ~im­
plo block diagrnn arithmetic. 
First, find the 
innor ~ttitudc loop. 
. . .. 
box of' Figure (A.1). 
closed loop transf'or function of' the 
Thin loop 15 shown ln5i~e th~ dott~d 
The resulting closed loop f'unction 
is 





G = t 
a l-P o( OIF 5) 
~o that Eq. (A.1) becom~s 
~, a G (O/F) 
F'G' C.L. 0 s 







i~ a pseudo-pitch command. Eqn. (A.3) c~n now be 
Itlrittcn <l!O 
~, 














Inner Pitch-Att1tudo Loop --1 
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Ne:;/("S",,-tYl Re()roseV)-Jq,A~(j' crf !h~ P7t6'IJf-P~Ji) Trcu,~~ 7 ~k... 
--_ .. ' ~- ... - --"'-'-"-~--; 
s;o that 
~eIC.L. - (-PO) Go (O/Fs ) . 
e 
(A.6) 
This manipulation change5 th~ block diagram of Figure 
(A.l) to th~ block di~gram shown in Figure (A.3). The 
boxed section o~ Figura (A.3) can th~n be written as 
(A.?) 
1 + 
which can be simplified to 
~ t (J)(.Jt) 
--= (--)G F~ Po If {lc °e e 
(A.S) 
wl\el"o' 









so th~t the flight-pnth-tracking block diagram can noUl be 
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Th~ OCM pilot modGI is used to obtain the 
re5pons~5 ror eDch block Ghown in Figura (A. 1). 
.... el ,..'5'_ ... 
Frequency 
Tho fre-
q,uency respOT.~P~ can be manipulated in the ~amo mannor as 
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Attitude! AnallJ sis 
Conf. Pilot Magnitude Phase OpeTI-Loop 
Ratings Crossove!r Crossover Peak 
(rad/sec) (rad/sec) (dB) 
1-1 7,5 2.20 4.45 4.63 
1-2 8,7,5.5 2.25 4.45 4.62 
1-3 5,4,7 2.20 4.45 4.62 
4-1 2.5,5 2.35 4.50 4.25 
4-2 2,3 2.30 4.50 4.57 
4-3 7 2.30 4.45 4.69 
4-3-1 4 2 30 4.50 4.71 
7-1 2.5,3 2.35 4.50 4.66 
2-1 6,7 2.20 4.20 3.75 
2-2 4.5,3 2.20 4.20 3.75 
5-1 
, 
4.5,4.5 2.35 4.25 4.27 ~ l. 
5-2 I 2,3 2.30 4.25 4. ~6 
I 
6-1 3.5.6 2.30 4. 10 3.64 I 
6-2 5,4,2 2.60.. 4.25 4.:::!2 
, 
, 
6-1-1 4 2.35 4. 10 3.77 I 
6-2-1 3 2.60 4.C:0 4.05 
, 
'-
8-1 5.5,6 2.35 4.35 3.36 I , 
8-1-1 2 2.40 4.35 3. 50 
8-2 9,8 .. 7 2.25 4.20 3.84 
8-2-1 7 2. 15 4. 15 3.71 
,.- 8-3 8,7 2.10 3.90 5.29 
,/ 
8-3-1 3 2. 15 3.90 5.3\1' 
. 
8-4 1 2.35 4 40 3.43 
8-5 7 2. 10 3.75 7.30 
8-5-1 4 2 15 3.75 7.56 
... -c---- ..... -,--- .... ",..,....- ... ---""!r~ 
B2 
Table B.2 
Attitude AnallJsis (continued) 
Conf'. Pilot Droop ResonancQo RMS 
Ratings (dB) Peak Tracking 
(dB) Error 
1-1 7,5 -.674 4.38 0.977 
1-2 8,7,5.5 -.642 4.41 0.975 
1-3 5,4,7 -.640 4.42 0.975 
4-1 2.5,5 -1.079 4.89 0.998 
4-2 2,3 -.881 4.64 0.978 
4-3 7 -.70S 4.44 0.971 
4-3-1 4 -.988 4.54 0.969 
.... 
7-1 2.5,3 -1.046 4.50 0.97::> 
2-1 6,7 -.635 4.89 1.028 , 
2-2 4.5,3 -.690 4.94 1.028 I 




5-2 2,3 -.874 4.97 1.005 , 
I 
6-1 3.5,6 -.760 5.45 1. 049 I 
6-~ 5,4,2 -1.260 6.26 J .042 
, 
, 
6-1-1 4 -1. 084 5.65 1. 042 I 
6-2-1 3 -1.445 6.60 1.058 I I 
8-1 5.5,6 -1.004 4.97 0.~82 I I 
8-1-1 2 -1.302 5. 19 0.984'· '1 
8-2 9,8,7 -.902 4.96 1.021 J I 
8-2-1 7 -1. 372 5.00 1.034 I 
8-3 8,7 -.893 5.12 1.115 I , 
8-3-1 3 -1.360 5.32 1. 107 .1 
r 8-4 1 -.965 4.87 0.976 ' .. , I 8-5 7 -1. 345 5.43 1.183 1 




Flight-Path Analysis at c. r. : Pilot Phase Consi~erations 
('" =0.1) 
n 
Conf' . Pilot Max. Pl10t Freq. at LoUJ Freq. 
Ratings Phase Comp Which this Pilot Phase 
(deg) Occurs (deg) 
1-1 7,5 67.4 3.50 122 
1-2 8,7,5.5 57.6 3.50 69 
1-3 5,4,7 52.5 3.75 88 
4-1 2.5,5 50.2 4.00 117 
4-2 2,3 44.9 4.00 65 
4-3 7 47.4 3.75 87 
4-3-1 4 45.1 4.00 24 
7-1 2.5,3 43 5 3.75 -47 
" I 
2-1 6,7 1 98 9 3.00 121 
2-2 4.5,3 1 89.6 3.00 70 1 
5-1 4.5,4.5 1 78.9 3.25 115 
5-2 2,3 I 74.8 3.25 66 I 
6-1 3,5,6- '1 100.8 3.25 119 1 
6-2 5,4,,2 1 73 8 3.75 111 
6-1-1 4 1 98.2 3.25 56 1 
6-2-1 3 1 70.7 3.75 47 
I 
8-1 5.5,6 90.5 3.00 107 
8-1-1 2 84.8 3.00 88 
8-2 ?,8,7 97.2 2.75 115 
.. 8-2-1 ? 105.6 2.50 90 
8-3 0,7 109.1 2.75 114 
0-3-1 3 105.4 2.75 91 
8-4 1 . 72.3 2.25 .77 
8-5 7 101 1 3.00 104 
8-5-1 4 97 4 3.25 84 
... .--,.. 
~--~~~----- ~ _# ~ 
B4 
Table B.4 
Flight-Path Analysis at c. r. : Tracking Considerations 
(-r =0.1) 
n 
Conr. Pllct RMS Low Freq. Resonance 
Ratings Tracking O.L. Peak Peak 
Error (dB) (dB) 
:-1 7 .. 5 1.413 17.6 4.621 
1-2 (3,7 .. 5.5 0.724 20.8 5.972 
1-3 5 .. 4 .. "1 0.796 21.0 5.556 
4-1 2.5,5 • ~:)3 17.7 4.293 
4-2 2 .. 3 0.702 21.1 5.;'25 
4-3 7 Q.786 21.1 5.488 
4-3-1 4 0.784 21.1 5.381 
7-1 2.5,3 ~·.926 20.4 4.900 
2-1 6,7 1.465 16.8 4.6<")1 f 
2-2 4.5,3 0.817 20.0 5.783 I I 
5-1 4.5,4.5 1.417 17.2 4.510 I 
5-2 2,3 .0.772 20 0 5.772 I I 
6-1 3,5,6 1.454 16.7 4.449 I· I 
6-2 5,4,2 1.412 17.2 4.070 I 
6-1-1 4 1 435 16.8 4.530 I I 
6-2-1 3 1.409 Ib.7 4.048 I 
I 
8-1 5.5 .. 6 2.252 15.9 4.574 
8-1-1 2 1.327 17 4 4.859 
8-2 9,8,7 1.369 17.0 4.930 
8-2-1 7 1.407 16.7 5.028 
8-3 8,7 1.446 26.1 4.845 
8-3- ! 3 1. 411 16.2 4.914 
8-4 1 1.490 
8-5 7 2.462 14.6 4.681 







































































r 8-4 j 
8-5 
[ . 8-5-1 
B6 
Tsblo D.6 
Analysis at c.r.: Tracking Consider<3Uons 
('I"n=O.l) 
Pilot High Freet. BandUlidth 
Ratings O.L . Peak (-90 deg) 
(dB) (rad/sec) 
7,5 7.90 1.939 
8 .. 7 .. 5.5 5.70 1.981 
5 .. 4,7 5.80 2.045 
2.5.5 8.30 1.989 
2,3 6.90 2.034 
7 6.00 2.059 
4 6.00 2.070 
2.5,3 6.40 2.034 
I t 
6,7 I 7.10 1.865 
4.5 .. 3 1 4.60 1.993 I 
4.5,4.5 I 7.60 1.925 
2,3 1 6.50 1.975 I 
3.5,6 I 7.90 1.827 I 
5,4,2 I 8.30 1.913 
4 1 B.OO 1.849 I 
3 1 8.30 1.912 
I I I 
5.5 .. 6 8.10 I 1.885 1 
2 7.40 I 1.914 I 1 1 
9,3 .. 7 8.20 I 1.863 I 
7 7.70 I 1.851 I' ~ I 
8 .. 7 9.90 1 1.753 I 
3 10.30 I 1.769 I I 1 
1 1 I 
7 13.3 I 1.9()9 I I I 
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